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REMARKS ON PROOFS OF DIAGONAL THEOREM AND ITS
APPLICATIONS IN THE THEORY OF DISTRIBUTIONS

Abstract. We recall and discuss main ideas of an elementary proof of the equivalence of
the functional and sequential theories of distributions presented in [5], offering certain clar-
ifications of its details. In particular, we present a modified proof of the theorem on the
equivalence of the strong and weak boundedness in sequential Köthe spaces and discuss
some of its nuances to avoid any doubts concerning its completeness (see Remark 2). We
also present an alternative proof of Diagonal Theorem (see Remark 1) playing the main role
in showing the latter equivalence.

1. Introduction

That the functional theory of distributions, initiated by S. L. Sobolev in [16] and cre-
ated as a whole by L. Schwartz in his famous book [15], and the more elementary
sequential approach, offered in [14] by J. Mikusiński and R. Sikorski (and extended by
them in collaboration with P. Antosik in the book [5]), are equivalent is a consequence
of the fact that the linear topologies of spaces considered in the functional theory are
sequential. An elementary proof of the equivalence of the two approaches, without con-
sidering various topologies but the corresponding types of convergence of sequences
of distributions, is given in [5]. The whole proof is very elegant and its beauty justifies
one’s wish to clarify all details and to resolve any potential readers’ doubts concerning
completeness of the reasoning.

The main idea of the proof consists in the use of Hermite expansions in the
space of tempered distributions and the replacement of the two types of convergence
in this space by the corresponding convergences of matrices of Hermite coefficients
of the considered tempered distributions. This reduces the problem to the equivalence
of strong and weak boundedness and, consequently, of strong and weak convergence
in sequential Köthe spaces. In section 4, we present an essential modification of the
original proof of the latter equivalence given in [5] (see also [11] and [12]) which, in
our opinion, contains a subtle gap discussed in Remark 2 (at the end of section 4) and
filled in due to our modification.

The chief tool in the proof of the equivalence of strong and weak boundedness
in Köthe spaces is a version of Diagonal Theorem which has turned out to be very
useful in proving numerous theorems in measure theory and functional analysis (see
[7], [18] and some references thereof) as well as in the theory of generalized functions
(see [10] for a recent application). In section 3, we recall this beautiful theorem in
the form given in [1] (see also [5, pp. 217-219]), presenting its alternative proof and
discussing some of its details (see Remark 1 in section 3).

The first author during the conference on generalized functions GF 2011 in Mar-
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tinique presented several ideas connected with the equivalence of the two approaches
to the theory of distributions. In this note we confine ourselves to an exact formulation
of the principal result (Theorem 1 in section 2) and discussions concerning the proofs
of the two theorems used in [5] as the chief tools in the proof of the equivalence of the
approaches: Diagonal Theorem and the equivalence of the two types of boundedness
in Köthe spaces.

2. Theories of distributions and Köthe spaces

Distributions, studied by L. Schwartz in [15] in terms of functional analysis, are de-
fined in the sequential approach (see [14] and [5]) as equivalence classes, Mikusiński-
Sikorski distributions, of so-called fundamental sequences of (continuous or smooth)
functions on an open setΩ!Rd (see [5, pp. 6–10, 63–65]). Consider the spaceM (Ω)
of all such classes with the sequentially strong ss"# and sequentially weak sw"# con-
vergences (see [5, pp. 86, 232]), the space T of tempered distributions in the sense
of [5, p. 165] and the inner product ( f ,ϕ)Ω of f $M (Ω) and ϕ $ D(Ω), defined in
[5, p. 174]. The equivalence of the functional and sequential theories of distributions
discussed in [5, pp. 180–235] (cf. [17]) can be formulated as follows:

THEOREM 1. Let Ω! Rd be an open set. For every Schwartz distribution T $
D %(Ω) there is a unique f = fT $M (Ω) given by ( f ,ϕ)Ω :=< T,ϕ > for ϕ $D(Ω).
Moreover, if Tn $D %(Ω) for n $ N0, then

Tn # T0 in D %(Ω) & fTn
ss"# fT0 in Ω & fTn

sw"# fT0 in Ω.

Conversely, if f $M (Ω), then there is a unique Schwartz distribution T = Tf $D %(Ω),
given by < T,ϕ>:= ( f ,ϕ)Ω. If fn $M (Ω) (n $ N0), then

fn
ss"# f0 in Ω & fn

sw"# f0 in Ω & Tfn # Tf0 in D
%(Ω).

The mappingsM (Ω) ' f (# Tf $D %(Ω) and D %(Ω) ' T (# fT $M (Ω) are isomor-
phisms.

As shown in [5, pp. 215-235] (cf. [17]), Theorem 1 results from a similar
theorem on isomorphism of the spaces T and S % following from the equivalence of
strong and weak boundedness in Köthe spaces. We give in section 4 a complete proof
of this equivalence (see Remark 2). We recall briefly elements of the Köthe theory, in
a simplified form but sufficient for our aims (cf. [5], chapter 10).

Let Λ be a fixed countable set. A mapping A : Λ# R will be called a vector
and aλ := A(λ), for a given λ$Λ, its λ-th coordinate; we will write A= [aλ]. We call a
vector A positive if its all coordinates are positive. By eλ denote the vector whose λ-th
coordinate is 1 and the remaining ones are 0. Denote the set of all (positive) vectors
by R (by R+). It is clear that R is a linear space over R with the usual coordinatewise
operations. For a given A = [aλ] $R+, we define the vector A"1 := [a"1λ ] $R+. For
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A= [aλ] $R, we define the vector |A| := [|aλ|] $R and consider the two norms:

)A)1 := ∑
λ$Λ

|aλ|; )A)∞ := sup
λ$Λ

|aλ|

(denoted in a different way in [5, p. 216]: by )A) and |A|, respectively). If moreover
B= [bλ] $R, we define AB := [aλbλ] $R and the scalar product:

(A,B) := ∑
λ$Λ

aλbλ := lim
n#∞

n

∑
i=1

aλibλi ,

whenever )AB)1 = ∑λ$Λ |aλbλ|< ∞.

DEFINITION 1. Let {Vi}i$N be a sequence of positive vectors such that

(v) )ViV"1
i+1)∞ < ∞ for i $ N.

A vector A $R is called rapidly decreasing if )ViA)1 < ∞ for all i $ N and tempered
if )V"1

i0 A)∞ < ∞ for some i0 $ N. The sets of all rapidly decreasing and all tempered
vectors are denoted byS and T, respectively.

Under condition (v), for every η > 0 we may assume that )ViV"1
i+ j)∞ < η j for

i, j $ N. In fact, if )ViV"1
i+1)∞ =: ηi+1, then denoting !V i := η"iη1 · . . . ·ηiVi, we have

)!V i!V"1
i+ j)∞ < η j for i, j $ N and the sets S and T defined by the sequences {Vi} and

{!Vi} are identical. Thus we may and will assume that

(1) )ViV"1
j )∞ < 2i" j, i, j $ N, i< j.

DEFINITION 2. A set A ! T of tempered vectors is called 1* strongly bounded
if there are i0 $N and α> 0 so that )V"1

i0 A)∞ < α for all A$A; 2* weakly bounded
if the set {(A,S) : A $ A} is bounded for all S $S.

DEFINITION 3. Let Sn $S for n $N0. We say that Sn converges to S0 inS and
write Sn

S# S0, whenever )Vi(Sn"S0))1 # 0 for all i $ N.

3. Diagonal Theorem

To prove Theorem 3 on the equivalence of two types of boundedness in Köthe spaces
we need Diagonal Theorem, a formalization of the known sliding-hump technique. It
was first shaped by Jan Mikusiński in [13] and then reformulated by Piotr Antosik in
[1] (see also [5, p. 217]). The theorem and its later versions are very convenient for
applications in measure theory and functional analysis (see e.g. [13], [7], [3], [18]). We
will recall and discuss Diagonal Theorem in the version given in [1], for quasi-normed
groups, with care over its formulation (see the comments below) and its proof. Notice
that this version, due to a nice result proved in [8], implies the theorem formulated for
topological groups (cf. [2]). An interesting extension of Diagonal Theorem was given
by M. Florencio, P. J. Paúl and J. M. Virués in [9] (see also [6] and [4]). We begin with
introducing some definitions and notations.
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DEFINITION 4. By a quasi-normed group (X ,+, | · |) we mean an Abelian group
(X ,+) endowed with a functional | · |, a quasi-norm, satisfying the conditions:
(N1) |0|= 0;
(N2) |" x|= |x|, x $ X;
(N3) |x+ y|+ |x|+ |y|, x,y $ X.

From conditions (N1)" (N3) it follows that |x|, 0 for all x $ X and

(2) min{|x+ y|, |x" y|},
""|x|" |y|

"", x,y $ X .

If we put d(x,y) := |x" y| for a given quasi-norm | · | and all x,y $ X , then d is clearly
not a metric, in general, but a quasi-metric in X , i.e. it satisfies the symmetry and
triangle conditions and d(x,x) = 0 for x $ X ; in [1], the second sentence on page 306 is
an obvious mistake. If the convergence xn # x in X means that d(xn,x) = |xn" x|# 0
as n# ∞, then limits of convergent sequences are evidently not unique, in general.

Let X = (X ,+, | · |) be a quasi-normed group (not necessarily complete) and let
{xn} be a sequence in X . Assuming, for a fixed infinite subset J of N, the condition:

(3) ∑
j$J

|x j|< ∞,

we introduce the notation:

(4)
""∑
j$J
x j
"" := lim

p#∞

""
p

∑
k=1

x jk
"",

where { jk} is the increasing sequence of all elements of J. No matter that limits in
X may be not unique and X not complete, the limit in (4) exists and is unique, so the
notation makes sense. This is because the sequence {yp}, where yp :=

""∑p
k=1 x jk

"" for
p$N, is a numerical Cauchy sequence, in view of the inequalities (resulting from (2)):

|yr" yp|+
""

r

∑
k=p+1

x jk
""+

r

∑
k=p+1

|x jk |, p< r

and due to condition (3). The same applies to the numerical sequence {zp}, where
zp :=

""∑p
k=1 x jπ(k)

"" for an arbitrary bijection π : N# N and p $ N. Moreover we have

(5) lim
p#∞

""
p

∑
k=1

x jk
""= lim

p#∞

""
p

∑
k=1

x jπ(k)
"".

Identity (5), which can be shown in a standard way (see e.g. [17]), justifies the use of
the same symbol as in (4) for the following more general notation:

(6)
""∑
i$J
xi
"" := lim

n#∞

""∑
i$Jn

xi
"",

where {Jn} is an arbitrary nondecreasing sequence of finite subsets of J such that!∞
n=1 Jn = J. Notation (6) is consistent also in case J is finite.
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THEOREM 2 (cf. [1] and [5, pp. 217–219]). Let xi, j $ X (i, j $ N)

(H) lim
j#∞

|xi, j|= 0 for i $ N,

where (X ,+, | · |) is a quasi-normed group. Then there are an infinite set I ! N and a
set (finite or infinite) J ! I such that

(A1) ∑
j$J

|xi, j|< ∞ (i $ I) and (A2)
""∑
j$J
xi, j

"", |xi,i|
2

(i $ I).

Proof. I. We may assume that, for any finite Δ- N, the implication holds:

(.)
""∑
j$Δ

xi, j
"", |xi,i|

2
for i $ Δ / 0i0>Δ

""∑
j$Δ

xi, j
""< |xi,i|

2
for i, i0.

For, if (.) does not hold for some finite Δ, then there is an increasing sequence (de-
pending on Δ) of indices in such that

""∑ j$Δ xi, j
"", 1

2 |xi,i| for i $ Δ1 I0, where I0 := {in :
n $ N}, i.e. assertions (A1) and (A2) hold for J := Δ and I := Δ1 I0. From now we
will thus assume that implication (.) is true.

II. Clearly, the left hand side of the implication is satisfied for Δ := {1}. Hence,
by (.), there is an index i1 > 1 such that

(7) |xi,i|> 2
""∑
j$Δ

xi, j
"", 0 for i, i1.

We will inductively construct an increasing sequence of indices in $ N with i1
as above (and so of the sets Δn := {i1, . . . , in}) and a sequence of numbers εn $ (0,1/2]
with ε1 := 1/2 satisfying the two conditions:

(8)
"" ∑
j$Δr"1

xir , j
""=

#
1
2
" εr

$
|xir ,ir | for r $ N\{1},

(9)
r

∑
q=p+1

|xip,iq |< εp|xip,ip | for p $ N, p< r $ N\{1}

and the third one:

(10)
"" ∑
j$Δr

xi, j
""> 1

2
|xi,i| for i $ Δr, r $ N,

which is the antecedent of implication (.) for Δ= Δr.

III. By (7), inequality (10) for r = 1 is obvious. Hence, by the consequent of
implication (.) for Δ= Δ1, there is a natural index i%1 > i1 such that

(11) |xi,i1 |<
1
2
|xi,i| for i, i%1.
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In view of (H) and (7), we can find a natural i2 , i%1 > i1 such that

(12) |xi1,i2 |<
1
2
|xi1,i1 |,

i.e. condition (9) is fulfilled for p= 1, r = 2. Defining

(13) ε2 :=
#
1
2
|xi2,i2 |" |xi2,i1 |

$
|xi2,i2 |

"1,

we see that (8) holds for r = 2 and ε2 $ (0,1/2], by (11) and (13). Moreover, we have
|xi1,i1+xi1,i2 |>

1
2 |xi1,i1 | and |xi2,i1+xi2,i2 |>

1
2 |xi2,i2 |, due to (12) and (11), respectively,

which means that (10) holds for r = 2.
Suppose that, given a natural s> 2, we have selected positive integers i1 < .. . <

is"1 and numbers ε1, . . . ,εs"1 $ (0,1/2] so that (10) holds for all natural r + s"1, (8)
holds for all r $ N such that 1 < r + s" 1 and (9) holds for all p,r $ N such that
p < r + s" 1. By (10) for r = s" 1, the antecedent of implication (.) and so its
consequent hold for Δ = Δs"1. Hence, by (H), (7) and (9), assumed for r = s"1 and
p < s" 1, there is a common index is > is"1 such that ∑sq=p+1 |xip,iq | < εp|xip,ip | for
1+ p< s and

(14)
"" ∑
j$Δs"1

xi, j
""< 1

2
|xi,i| for i, is.

Hence (9) holds for p< r = s. Define

(15) εs :=
%1
2
|xis,is |"

"" ∑
j$Δs"1

xis, j
""
&
|xis,is |

"1.

By (14) and (15), 0< εs + 1/2 and (8) for r = s follows from (15). Also
"" ∑
j$Δs

xis, j
"", |xis,is |"

"" ∑
j$Δs"1

xis, j
""> 1

2
|xis,is |,

in view of (14), and

(16)
"" ∑
j$Δs

xip, j
"", |xip,ip |"

"" ∑
j$Δp"1

xip, j
"""

s

∑
q=p+1

|xip,iq |>
1
2
|xip,ip |,

whenever 1 + p + s" 1 (with the sum over Δp"1 vanishing for p = 1), by (8) for
r = p < s and (9) for p < r = s, i.e. condition (10) holds for r = s. By induction,
conditions (10), (8) and (9) hold for all p,r $ N as indicated.

IV. We define I= J := {in : n$N}, where {in} is the sequence just constructed.
We conclude from (9) that ∑∞

q=p+1 |xip,iq | + εp|xip,ip | < ∞ for p $ N, i.e. (A1) holds.
By (8) and (9), we have, for all p,n $ N, p< n,

""
n

∑
q=1

xip,iq
"", |xip,ip |"

"" ∑
j$Δp"1

xip, j
"""

n

∑
q=p+1

|xip,iq |>
1
2
|xip,ip |,
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where the sum over Δp"1 is 0 in case p= 1. Hence, as n# ∞,

""∑
j$J
xip, j

""= lim
n#∞

""
n

∑
q=1

xip,iq
"", 1

2
|xip,ip |, p $ N,

i.e. also assertion (A2) of the theorem holds.

REMARK 1. After reducing the above proof to the case where implication (.) is
true, we used (.) to construct inductively sequences {in} and {εn} satisfying conditions
(8), (9) and (10). Of these three conditions only (8) and (9) were used in the final part
IV of the proof to show assertions (A1) and (A2) for I = J = {i1, i2, . . .}. Condition
(10) was needed merely to guarantee that the antecedent of implication (.) is satisfied
(and so (.) can be properly used) for every n $ N in the construction. As a matter of
fact, condition (10) can be deduced, for arbitrary r $N\{1}, directly from (8) and (9),
due to inequality (16) (with s replaced by r), which is a consequence of (N3) and just
conditions (8) and (9). This is another way to conclude (10) than it is shown above.

The above comment means that the original proof of Diagonal Theorem given
in [1] (see also [5], section 10.5) does not contain a gap, though nothing is mentioned
there that the set Δ = Δp = {i1, . . . , ip} satisfies the antecedent of implication (.) for
every p $ N\{1}.

The example below shows the situation where the set J cannot be taken to be
equal I in the assertion of Theorem 2 (cf. [13], [1] and [5, p. 217]).

EXAMPLE 1. Consider the infinite matrix defined as follows: xi,i = 2, xi, j ="1
if j < i and xi, j = 0 if j > i (for i, j $ N). Obviously, assumption (H) is satisfied and
the assertion holds for an arbitrary infinite I -N and a respective finite J - I. In fact, if
I := {in $N: n$N}, where in 2∞, then (A1) and (A2) hold for J := {i1}. On the other
hand, for each infinite I - N and J := I, written in the form I = J := {in $ N : n $ N}
with in 2∞, there exists an i $ I, namely i := i3, such that

""∑ j$J xi, j
""= 0, so (A2) is not

satisfied for the indicated i.

4. Boundedness of sets in Köthe spaces

THEOREM 3. Every countable set A of tempered vectors is strongly bounded if
and only if it is weakly bounded.

Proof. If the set A = {An : n $ N} ! T is strongly bounded, then )V"1
j An)∞ + α for

some j $ N, α > 0 and for all n $ N. If S $ S, then )ViS)1 < β < ∞ for all i $ N.
Hence |(An,S)| + αβ for all n $ N, i.e. the set A is weakly bounded. Let Vi := [vi, j]
and An := [an, j] (i, j,n $ N). Suppose that A is weakly but not strongly bounded, i.e.
(a) the sequences {)V"1

i An)∞} are unbounded for all i $ N, and (b) for any i,r $ N
there are constants αi,r , 1 such that

(17) |(An,V"1
i er)|= |v"1i,r an,r|= )V"1

i erAn)∞ + αi,r
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for all n $ N, since V"1
i er $ S. Using (a) and (b), we will construct inductively

increasing sequences {ni} and {ri} of positive integers such that the following inequal-
ities, given below in two equivalent forms, are true:

(18) )V"1
i eriAni)∞ > )V"1

i Ani)∞"1> αi, i $ N

and

(19) |v"1i,ri ani,ri |> supj$N
|v"1i, j ani, j|"1> αi, i $ N,

where αi are defined, via constants αi,r satisfying (17), as follows:

(20) α1 := α1,1; αi :=max{αi,r : r + ri"1}+αi"1, i> 1.

Clearly, since αi,r , 1 for all i,r $N, the definition in (20) guarantees that αn 2∞. Find,
by (a), an n1 $N to fulfill the second inequality and then, by the definition of ) ·)∞, an
r1 $ N to satisfy, for i= 1, the first inequality in (18) or, equivalently, in (19). Assume
that indices n1 < .. . < np and r1 < .. . < rp satisfying (18) for i= 1, . . . , p are chosen.
Apply (a) for i= p+1 to find an index np+1 > np such that )V"1

p+1Anp+1)∞ > αp+1+1.
By the definition of ) · )∞, there is an rp+1 $ N such that the first inequality in (18)
holds for i= p+1, i.e. )V"1

p+1erp+1Anp+1)∞ > αp+1. But, by (17) and (20), we have

)V"1
p+1erAnp+1)∞ + αp+1,r + αp+1 for all r + rp,

i.e. the index rp+1 just found cannot be among indices r + rp. Consequently, it must
be rp+1 > rp. Thus the inductive construction of increasing sequences {ni} and {ri}
satisfying (18) and (19) is completed. Put xi, j := (Ani ,V

"1
j er j) $ R for i, j $ N. Since

Ani are tempered, there are pi $N and βi > 0 so that )V"1
pi Ani)∞ + βi <∞ for all i $N.

Hence
|xi, j|+ )V"1

pi Ani)∞ ·)VpiV
"1
j )∞ + βi ·2pi" j, i, j $ N,

due to (1), and so lim j#∞ |xi, j| = 0 for every i $ N. It follows from Diagonal Theo-
rem that there exist an infinite set I ! N and its subset J (finite or infinite) such that
∑ j$J |(Ani ,V

"1
j er j)|< ∞ and we have, for all i $ I,

(21)
1
2
|(Ani ,V

"1
i eri)|+

""∑
j$J

(Ani ,V
"1
j er j)

""= lim
n#∞

"" ∑
j$Jn

(Ani ,V
"1
j er j)

"",

where Jn are finite sets forming a nondecreasing sequence such that
!∞
n=1 Jn = J (i.e.

Jn = J for sufficiently large n in case J is finite). We are now in a position to define the
vector R whose r j-th coordinate coincides with the r j-th coordinate ofV"1

j for all j $ J
and the remaining coordinates are equal to 0 (we have 0+ R+V"1

j ), i.e.

(22) R :=∑
j$J
er jV

"1
j = lim

n#∞
Rn,

where Rn := ∑ j$Jn er jV
"1
j and the limit is meant coordinatewise (convergence in a
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stronger sense is shown below). Since the constructed sequence {r j} of indices is
strictly increasing, the above definition of R is correct also in case J is infinite (see
Remark 2). Only the latter case is sufficient to be considered in the proof that R $S

and that (22) holds also in the sense of the convergence in S. Fix i $ N and denote
Jp,q := { j $ J : p < j + q}, whenever p,q $ N and i < p < q. For any triple of such
indices, we have

''Vi ∑
j$Jp,q

er jV
"1
j

''
1 + ∑

j$Jp,q
)ViV"1

j )∞ +
q

∑
j=p+1

2i" j,

which implies that )ViR)1 < ∞ and limn#∞ )Vi(R"Rn))1 = 0 for all i $ N, i.e. R $S

and Rn
S"# R. Hence, by (21), we have

|(Ani ,R)|= lim
n#∞

|(Ani ,Rn)|= |∑
j$J

(Ani ,V
"1
j er j)|,

1
2
|(Ani ,V

"1
i eri)|,

which means, by (18), that |(Ani ,R)|# ∞ and this contradicts the assumption that the
set A is weakly bounded.

REMARK 2. In the original proof of the assertion of Theorem 3, presented in
[5], section 10.6 (see also earlier proofs in [11, pp. 73-76], and in [12]), the construc-
tion of the sequences {ni} and {ri} does not guarantee that {ri}, contrary to {ni}, is
increasing. This fact seems to be marked in the cited texts: in [5], p. 220, lines 13
and 16, and even more clearly in [11], p. 74, lines 2-3, and in [12], p. 18, line 19.
This means that á priori the sequence {ri}, constructed in the original proof, may be
bounded. In fact, to get the first of the two inequalities in each of the equivalent formu-
las (18) and (19) (corresponding to the inequality in formula (3) in [5], section 10.6),
one applies just the definition of the norm ) · )∞ to choose the ri-th coordinate of the
vector |V"1

i Ani | sufficiently close to the supremum of all its coordinates. Evidently,
one cannot conclude, without an additional reasoning, that the indices ri increase as i
grow to infinity.

However, the definition of the vector R in (22) (in case the set J is infinite) is in-
correct if, for a certain r $N, the equation ri = r holds for infinitely many indices i$N,
i.e. if the sequence {ri} contains constant subsequences. Fortunately, this bad possi-
bility was eliminated in the above proof by imposing on the inductively constructed
sequences {ni} and {ri} of positive integers the additional requirement in the form of
the second inequality in (18) (or, equivalently, in (19)) with the constants αi defined by
formula (20), forcing the strict increase of {ri}. Consequently, the requirement (sat-
isfied due to conditions (a) and (b)) guaranteed the strict increase of both sequences
{ni} and {ri} and the correctness of the definition of the vector R.
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